The first page of the document contains information about two books: "The Burning Wheel" and "Jonah." The description includes details such as the first edition, page counts, dimensions, and contents. The text is organized in paragraphs, with specific details about each book's publication, edition, and contents. The layout is straightforward, with clear delineation of sections for easy reading. The text is written in a formal tone, typical of bibliographic descriptions.
JONAH

CHRISTMAS

1917

Printed at the Holywell Press, Oxford.
Published Dec. 25, 1917 as a Christmas greeting. The printing consisted of approximately fifty copies.

Contents: Jonah; Behemoth; Minoan Porcelain; Zoo Celeste; Sonnet À L’Ingenue; Dix-Huitieme Siecle; Hommage à Jules Laforgue; Sententious Song; The Oxford Volunteers; The Contemplative Soul; The Betrothal of Priapus; Farewell to the Muses.

A2.2. First American edition.

JONAH | [ornament] | ALDOUS | HUXLEY

Octavo. [iv], [ii], 18, [4] pp. 8 ¾ x 5 13/16 in.


Green cardboard wrappers with printed pink label: [within a frame composed of two rules, one thick and one thin] JONAH; all edges trimmed; endpapers and first and last two leaves pink.

Published 1978.

A3  THE DEFEAT OF YOUTH  1918

First edition.


Octavo. 52 pp. 7 ¾ x 5 ½ in.


Green and white floral-patterned stiff paper wrapper; white paper label on front cover, printed in black: [single-rule border] THE DEFEAT | OF YOUTH & | OTHER POEMS | [leaf ornament] BY ALDOUS | HUXLEY [leaf ornament] | OXFORD [leaf ornament] | BLACK-